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Using the heavy quark effective theory, chiral structure of the b → c charged
current can be determined by the semileptonic Λb decay with satisfactory theoretical
accuracy. We define an asymmetry which is sensitive to the chirality of the b → c
charged current. We show that this asymmetry has no theoretical uncertainty in the
heavy quark limit. It is also shown that 1/mc correction to this asymmetry is small
and disappears at the kinematical point of zero momentum transfer.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The most conspicuous feature of the weak charged current in the standard model is
its pure left-handedness. It is implemented by the transformation properties of the chiral
fermions: The left-handed fermions are assigned to doublets of the weak SU(2) and the
right-handed ones are to singlets.
Another important aspect of the charged current is the mixing. In the standard model,
there are three generations of quarks and leptons, and these quarks mix with each other,
while the mixing of the leptons has no physical meanings. This quark mixing leads to a
3×3 matrix (Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix [1]) in the quark charged current, resulting in nine
components of the charged current in the quark sector. The quark mixing does not alter
the above-mentioned chiral structure of the charged current in the standard model. In other
words, the standard model predicts that all nine quark flavor (and three leptonic) compo-
nents of the weak charged current have the identical chiral structure, pure left-handedness.
This prediction, however, may be altered if extended models are considered. For example,
in the Left-Right gauge models based on the SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1) weak gauge group
[2], the exchange of the right-handed W boson and the mixing between the left-handed W
boson and the right-handed one cause the right-handed component in the charged current.
If the model is manifestly Left-Right symmetric, the above flavor universality of the chiral
structure of the charged current is maintained although the pure left-handedness is lost.
While, even the flavor universality is not preserved in the non-manifest models because of
the difference between the left-handed quark mixing matrix and its right-handed counterpart.
In this kind of models, the mass of the right-handed W boson can be relatively light (∼a
few hundred GeV) and non-negligible part of some flavor components of the charged current
may be caused by the right-handed interaction [3].
Recently, an extreme model along this line was proposed by Gronau and Wakaizumi [4].
In their model, b quark decay is caused purely by a right-handed current.
One can suppose another example in which both the pure left-handedness and the flavor
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universality are broken. It is the standard model with the vector-like fourth generation. This
model also contains the right-handed charged current which originates from the SU(2) gauge
interaction of the right-handed doublet fermions in the fourth generation. An interesting
speculation on this kind of model was made by Fritzsch [5]. Following his speculation, the
phenomenon of the parity violation is interpreted as a low energy phenomenon and related to
the smallness of the usual quark and lepton masses. The parity violation becomes maximal
in the limit of vanishing fermion masses. Therefore, the magnitude of the right-handed
charged current is expected to be larger in heavier quark sectors. This means the loss of
the flavor universality of the chiral structure of the charged current. Actually, it is shown
in ref. [5] that the strength of the right-handed charged current which consists of q and q′
quarks is proportional to the factor
√
mqmq′.
Following the above arguments, the chiral structure of all the nine quark (and three
leptonic) charged currents should be examined separately. It, however, is not straightforward
to determine the chirality of the quark charged currents experimentally, because we observe
hadrons not quarks. We have to extract the quark couplings from the observed hadronic
interaction. In spite of this difficulty, the chiral structures of the charged currents which
contain only the light quarks are well constrained to be left-handed. Actually, the result of
inelastic neutrino interaction [6] suggests |gR/gL| <∼ 0.1 for the d→ u charged current, and
the PCAC consideration on the K → 2π and K → 3π decays gives limits as |gR/gL| <∼ 0.004
for the d→ u and s→ u charged current [7].
On the other hand, since we cannot use the chiral symmetry for heavy quarks (c, b and
t) in addition to the difficulty of experiments like deep inelastic scattering due to the CKM
suppression, there are poorer evidences of the chiralities of the charged currents involving
the heavy quarks. In fact, the experimental bound on the c→ d, s currents is |gR/gL| <∼ 0.3
[8], and |gR/gL| <∼ 0.5 for b→ c current has been given recently by CLEO using B → D∗ℓν
decay [9]. We have no direct limits on the other charged currents involving b and/or t. It
should be noticed that the test made by CLEO assumed the left-handedness of the leptonic
charged current, and it cannot discriminate the model proposed in ref. [4] from the standard
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model. In this sense, this test is incomplete [4,10].
From the theoretical point of view, recently a remarkable progress has been made in
treating hadrons which contain a quark of much heavier mass than the QCD scale. It was
pointed out that an effective theory of QCD with Nh heavy quarks has new symmetry
SU(2Nh), associated with the flavor and the spin rotations of the heavy quarks [11]. Such
a theory is called as the heavy quark effective theory. This symmetry, especially its spin
rotation part, is expected to play a crucial role to determine the chiral structure of the
charged current involving the heavy quarks.
In this paper, we discuss a method to detect the effect of the right-handed b→ c current
in the semileptonic decay of Λb, which is supposed to be the lightest bottom baryon, into
Λc. In the following analysis, we utilize the heavy quark effective theory where we regard
both b and c quarks as heavy. The bottom decay is caused by this current for the most part
and its detailed study may lead us to something beyond the standard model.
Moreover, we stress that the Λb,c baryons are simpler systems than the B
(∗) and D(∗)
mesons in a standpoint of the heavy quark effective theory, because the light degrees of
freedom form a zero-spin system. The simplicity of these baryons leads to the most important
result of our analysis that the theoretical uncertainty is small enough to see the chirality
of the b → c current. The 1/mc correction is known to be controlled by one dimensionful
parameter [12], and we found that, as for the asymmetry which we will define in the following
section, even the effect of 1/mc correction through this parameter vanishes at the kinematical
point of zero momentum transfer.
In section 2, we present our formalism of the differential decay rate, and define an
asymmetry which is sensitive to the chirality of the b → c current. Section 3 includes the
implication of the heavy quark limit and the numerical result in this limit. In section 4, the
1/mc correction is discussed. We state two remarks and our conclusion in section 5.
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II. FORMALISM
In this section, we present an expression of a double differential decay rate of Λb → Λcℓν¯
decay and define an asymmetry which is a good probe of the chirality of the b→ c charged
current. Here we assume a polarization of the initial Λb and sum up with the final state
spins. The initial polarization is realized in e+e− → Z → bb¯ followed by the hadronization
b→ Λb [13]. Note that the semileptonic Λb decay in this process has already been observed
at LEP [14]. We work with this production process of Λb in mind, and therefore we choose
the frame in which the initial Λb is running [15].
We start with the definition of form factors which can appear in Λb → Λc transition by
weak vector and axial-vector currents:
〈Λc(v′, s′)| c¯γµb |Λb(v, s)〉 ≡ u¯Λc(v′, s′)(F1γµ + F2vµ + F3v′µ)uΛb(v, s) , (1)
〈Λc(v′, s′)| c¯γµγ5b |Λb(v, s)〉 ≡ u¯Λc(v′, s′)(G1γµ +G2vµ +G3v′µ)γ5uΛb(v, s) , (2)
where v = pb/mΛb and v
′ = pc/mΛc are the four-velocity of the Λb and Λc respectively, and
Fi’s and Gi’s are functions of v · v′.
Here, we consider the differential decay rate of Λb → Λcℓν¯ with respect to the energy of
Λc (Ec) and the momentum transfer squared (q
2 = (pb − pc)2). One can write this double
differential rate as
dΓ
dxcdq2
= J(q2) + PK(q2)(xc − x¯c) , (3)
where xc = Ec/Eb, x¯c = pb · pc/m2Λb , Eb is the energy of the initial Λb, and P is the initial Λb
polarization which is, as will be explained, equal to that of the initial b quark in the limit
of infinite mb. The polarization of b quark which comes from the above mentioned process
Z → bb¯ is given by
P = 2GVGA
G2V +G
2
A
≃ −0.93 , (4)
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where GV and GA are the vector and the axial-vector coupling constants in Zbb¯ vertex
respectively, and we used sin2 θW = 0.233. Note that the functions J(q
2) and K(q2) are
independent of xc. The range of xc is given by x
min
c ≤ xc ≤ xmaxc with
xmax,minc = x¯c ±
λ
2
, λ = β
√
w+w−
m2Λb
, (5)
where β = |pb|/Eb is the rapidity of Λb and w± = (mΛb ±mΛc)2 − q2.
J(q2) and K(q2) are written in terms of the couplings of the b→ c vector and axial-vector
current (denoted by gV and gA respectively [16]), and the form factors Fi’s and Gi’s. Their
explicit forms are given in the appendix. Note that the leptonic couplings fV and fA appear
in an overall factor, since we neglected the lepton mass and integrated the lepton system
completely.
A genuine parity violating effect in the b→ c charged current is expected to be observed
through the correlation between the spin of Λb and the momentum of Λc. Since the second
term in eq. (3) expresses this correlation, an energy asymmetry which picks it up is defined
as
A(q2) ≡
∫ xmaxc
x¯c
dΓ
dxcdq2
dxc −
∫ x¯c
xminc
dΓ
dxcdq2
dxc
∫ xmaxc
x¯c
dΓ
dxcdq2
dxc +
∫ x¯c
xminc
dΓ
dxcdq2
dxc
(6)
=
λ
4
PK(q
2)
J(q2)
. (7)
Note that we do not integrate with q2 in the r. h. s. of eq. (6) because J(q2) and K(q2)
involve the unknown form factors in eqs. (1) and (2). As explained below, however, A(q2)
itself involves no unknown functions in the heavy quark limit, because all form factors are
proportional to an unknown function in this limit [17]. Moreover, it is worth while pointing
out that A(q2) is independent of the leptonic couplings. Therefore we can evaluate the above
asymmetry without any theoretical uncertainty in the heavy quark limit.
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III. IMPLICATION OF THE HEAVY QUARK LIMIT
Here, we discuss the implication of the heavy quark limit on the asymmetry A(q2). In
general, we cannot evaluate A(q2) because it depends on the unknown form factors defined
in eqs. (1) and (2). This difficulty, however, greatly reduces in the heavy quark limit.
In the limit that mb, mc →∞, the six form factors in eqs. (1) and (2) can be written by
only one unknown function of q2 [17]:
F1 = G1 ≡ ζ(q2), F2 = F3 = G2 = G3 = 0 . (8)
As seen in the above equation (8), the spin of heavy ΛQ hyperon is carried by the heavy
quark. This is also true for Z → bb¯ followed by b → Λb. Therefore, we can use eq. (4) as
the polarization of the Λb which comes from Z decay in the heavy b quark limit.
Using eq. (8), (23) and (24), we get
J(q2) =
|fV |2 + |fA|2
192π3βEb
ζ(q2)2
[
|gV |2(w+w− + 3q2w−) + |gA|2(w+w− + 3q2w+)
]
, (9)
K(q2) =
|fV |2 + |fA|2
96π3β2Eb
ζ(q2)2(gV g
∗
A + g
∗
V gA)m
2
Λb
(m2Λb −m2Λc − 2q2) , (10)
Then, according to eq. (7), we get an expression for A(q2) in the heavy quark limit:
A(q2) = −P (|gL|
2 − |gR|2)(m2Λb −m2Λc − 2q2)
√
w+w−
(|gL|2+|gR|2) {2w+w− + 3q2(w+ + w−)} − 3(gLg∗R+g∗LgR)q2(w+ − w−)
, (11)
where gL = gV − gA , gR = gV + gA. As is mentioned above, this expression has no
theoretical uncertainty if gR/gL is given. The numerical result of this expression is shown
in fig. 1. Throughout this paper, we use mΛc = 2.285GeV [18] and mΛb = 5.640GeV [19] in
numerical calculations.
In fig. 1, A(q2) is plotted for pure left-handed case (gR/gL = 0), 30% right-handed
contamination cases (gR/gL = ±0.3) and pure right-handed case (gL/gR = 0). In the cases
of 30% right-handed contamination, it is assumed that the left-handed coupling and the
right-handed one are relatively real and the two relative sign possibilities are taken into
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account. Fig. 1 shows that we can easily discriminate between the pure left-handed case and
the pure right-handed case by measuring A(q2) for smaller q2. An experiment with enough
accuracy will give an upper bound for the strength of right-handed current, or will find a
right-handed current.
From eq. (11), we can immediately find that A(q2) takes the following values at the
kinematical points of zero momentum transfer and zero recoil:
A(0) = −1
2
P |gL|
2 − |gR|2
|gL|2 + |gR|2 , (12)
A((mΛb −mΛc)2) = 0 . (13)
At this stage, we conclude that we can clearly distinguish the left-handed case from the
right-handed case by measuring the asymmetry A(q2) near the kinematical point of zero
momentum transfer, at least in the heavy quark limit. It should be noticed that the phase
space volume is finite at the zero momentum transfer, while it vanishes at the point of zero
recoil.
IV. 1/mc CORRECTION
In this section, we discuss the 1/mc correction to the result of the previous section.
The charm quark mass is not so heavy compared with a typical QCD scale that the 1/mc
correction is expected to be the dominant one, and one should take it into account.
Including the leading 1/mc correction, eq. (8) is modified as follows [12]:
F1 = (1 + ∆)ζ(q
2) , G1 = ζ(q
2) , F2 = G2 = −∆ ζ(q2) , F3 = G3 = 0 , (14)
where
∆ =
Λ¯
mc
(
1
1 + v · v′
)
, (15)
and Λ¯ = mΛb−mb = mΛc−mc. Λ¯ is an unknown parameter and is estimated as Λ¯ ∼ 0.7GeV.
Note that the form factors are still proportional to one unknown function ζ(q2). This means
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that the asymmetry A(q2) does not involve any unknown functions even with the 1/mc
correction although it depends on the unknown parameter Λ¯.
Using eq. (14), one can write down an analytic formula for A(q2) in terms of Λ¯. It,
however, is too lengthy to be presented here. We show only the numerical result in fig. 2.
In fig. 2, A(q2) for the pure left-handed case and the pure right-handed case are plotted
with and without 1/mc correction. (Λ¯ = 0.7GeV and Λ¯ = 0 respectively.) This figure shows
that the 1/mc correction decreases quickly with approaching to zero momentum transfer
and vanishes at the point of zero momentum transfer.
Actually, it is easy to demonstrate the latter analytically. At the point q2 = 0, we get
the same result as eq. (12) even in the presence of 1/mc correction. Using eqs. (23), (24)
and (14), one gets
J(0) =
|fV |2 + |fA|2
384π3βEb
ζ(0)2(|gL|2 + |gR|2)(m2Λb −m2Λc)2 {1 + ∆0 (1−mΛc/mΛb)} , (16)
K(0) = −|fV |
2 + |fA|2
192π3β2Eb
ζ(0)2(|gL|2 − |gR|2)m2Λb(m2Λb −m2Λc) {1 + ∆0 (1−mΛc/mΛb)} , (17)
where ∆0 = ∆|q2=0 and we neglected the terms of higher order in ∆0. Using eqs. (7), (16)
and (17), one finds the same result of eq. (12) [20].
From the above argument, we conclude that the 1/mc correction can be negligible if one
does not go near the zero recoil point (q2 = (mΛb − mΛc)2). Especially, it vanishes at the
point of zero momentum transfer (q2 = 0).
V. CONCLUSION
Before summarizing our result, two remarks are in order:
(i) Effect of fragmentation: One needs to know the momentum of the initial Λb to measure
the asymmetry A(q2). If the initial b quark hadronizes into a Λb without other hadrons,
the absolute value of the Λb momentum is simply given by
√
(mZ/2)2 −m2Λb . In
general, however, b quarks in Z decay hadronize with several hadrons, i.e. they form
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jets. Then the magnitude of the Λb momentum is no longer a constant. It varies
according to some fragmentation function D(z) where z is the energy or momentum
fraction carried by Λb [21]. This affects a measurement of the double differential rate
of eq. (3).
To discuss the fragmentation effect, we consider the model of Peterson et al. [22].
In this model, the fragmentation function is given by
D(z) = Nz−1
(
1− 1
z
− ǫ
1− z
)−2
, (18)
where N is a normalization factor and ǫ is a parameter. We can write ǫ as ǫ ≃ m2q/m2Q,
where mq is the mass of light quark and mQ is that of the heavy quark. Eq. (18)
describes the experimental data of Λc production well [23], and the scaling of ǫ as m
−2
Q
has been observed by comparing charm and bottom fragmentation [24]. Therefore,
the use of this model for a qualitative discussion seems to be legitimate.
The maximum value of D(z) in eq. (18) is given at
zmax = 1 +
ǫ
2
− 1
2
√
ǫ(ǫ+ 4) (19)
= 1−√ǫ+ · · · . (20)
Therefore the fragmentation effect seems to be 1/mb effect in Λb production. Since we
ignored 1/mb effect in the arguments of the previous sections, the fragmentation effect
can be neglected, at least in the formal point of view.
While the average of z which is distributed according to the fragmentation function
in eq. (18) cannot be expanded in
√
ǫ:
〈z〉 = 1 + 2
π
√
ǫ log ǫ+ · · · . (21)
This equation suggests that the effect of fragmentation is not so small. To be more
precise, Monte Carlo study seems to be needed to extract the asymmetry in eq. (6)
from experimental data. This is beyond the scope of the present paper.
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(ii) Λb from polarized e
+e− collision near threshold: To get rid of the fragmentation effect,
one may produce Λb in e
+e− collision near ΛbΛ¯b threshold. In this case, however,
polarized beams are needed to get the necessary polarization of Λb. In the collision of
right-handed electron and left-handed positron, the polarization of b quark is given by
P = 2s cos θ
s(1 + cos2 θ) + 4m2b(1− cos2 θ)
, (22)
where s is the center-of-mass energy squared, and θ denotes the angle between the
direction of the incoming electron momentum and the that of the outgoing b quark.
One can use eq. (22) for Λb polarization if 1/mb correction is neglected.
If one approaches close to the threshold, the produced Λb is almost stopped. In
the rest frame of Λb, the asymmetry defined in eq. (6) has no meanings. However,
we can observe the same physical effect, i. e. the spin-momentum correlation, by
measuring the angular distribution of Λc.
To summarize, we discussed Λb → Λcℓν¯ decay with an initial polarization using the heavy
quark effective theory. We defined an asymmetry which was sensitive to the chirality of the
b → c charged current and independent of that of leptonic charged currents. In the heavy
quark limit, this asymmetry has no theoretical uncertainty. The 1/mc correction to it is
negligibly small if one does not go near the kinematical point of zero recoil. Moreover, the
1/mc correction vanishes at the point of zero momentum transfer.
According to the above result, we conclude that the investigation of the semileptonic Λb
decay with an initial polarization will provide a good test of the left-handedness of the b→ c
current and lead to a limit or an evidence on existence of a right-handed b→ c current with
satisfactory theoretical accuracy.
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EXPLICIT FORMS OF J(q2) AND K(q2)
Here, we give the explicit forms of J(q2) and K(q2) which appear in eq. (3).
J(q2) =
|fV |2 + |fA|2
192π3βEb
×
[
|gV |2
[
w+w−
{
F 21 + 2(mΛb +mΛc)F1F+ + w+F
2
+
}
+ 3q2w−F
2
1
]
+ |gA|2
[
w+w−
{
G21 − 2(mΛb −mΛc)G1G+ + w−G2+
}
+ 3q2w+G
2
1
]]
, (23)
K(q2) =
|fV |2 + |fA|2
96π3β2Eb
(gV g
∗
A + g
∗
V gA)m
2
Λb
×
[
(m2Λb −m2Λc − 2q2)F1G1 − (mΛb +mΛc)w−F1G+
+ (mΛb −mΛc)w+F+G1 − w+w−F+G+
]
, (24)
where fV and fA denote the leptonic vector and axial-vector couplings, F+ = (F2/mΛb +
F3/mΛc)/2 and G+ = (G2/mΛb + G3/mΛc)/2. Note that only F1, G1 and the combinations
F+ and G+ survive in the above expressions because of vanishing lepton masses.
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FIGURES
FIG. 1. A(q2) in the heavy quark limit for pure left-handed case (solid line), 30% right-handed
contamination cases (dashed and dash-dotted lines), and pure right-handed case (dotted line).
FIG. 2. A(q2) for pure left-handed case with (dashed line) and without (solid line) 1/mc correc-
tion, and that for pure right-handed case with (dash-dotted line) and without (dotted line) 1/mc
correction.
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